
 
VEHICLE CHECKS REQUIRED AT POINT OF COLLECTION 

This check sheet is created by What The Tesla, and is for use as a helpful guide only.  

Please ask your local Tesla collection centre for confirmation of items that need checking before driving away. 

Initial General Checks: 

Good Issues Checks  Notes 

⃞  ⃞  Is the car the correct colour and have the correct wheels? Is it what you ordered?  

⃞  ⃞  Does the VIN (Vehicle Identification Number) match your paperwork? (check both windscreen and the 
interior screen “about your tesla”) 

 

 

Front Exterior Checks: 

⃞  ⃞  Is the front painted to a high quality? (No visible marks, smudges, abrasions or paint drips)  

⃞  ⃞  Are there any really obvious panel gaps alignment issues? (You can check in more detail later)  

⃞  ⃞  Are there any scuff marks under the front bumper? (Where it came off the transporter / ship)  

⃞  ⃞  Is the front windscreen intact - any scratches, scuffs or chips?  

⃞  ⃞  Are there any scratches, scuffs or chips on the headlights?  

⃞  ⃞  Are there any scratches, scuffs or chips on the glass roof?  

⃞  ⃞  Do the glass roof panels align properly?  

⃞  ⃞  Does the frunk (front trunk / boot) open and close properly? (Press ‘open frunk’ on main interior screen)  

⃞  ⃞  Has the inside of the frunk all been painted to a high quality with no damage or panel gaps?   

⃞  ⃞  Has a Tesla Roadside Safety Kit been provided in the frunk? (if not in frunk, try the boot)  

 

Left side checks: 

⃞  ⃞  Is the left side painted to a high quality? (No visible missed spots or excess paint drips)  

⃞  ⃞  Are there any scratches, scuffs or chips on any of the windows?  

⃞  ⃞  Are the door sills (open the doors) all painted correctly, any damage?  

⃞  ⃞  Is there any damage under the side skirts? (Where it has been moved off transporter ramps)  

⃞  ⃞  Are the wheels / alloys both in good condition?  

 

 

  



 
 

Rear checks: 

Good Issues Checks Notes 

⃞  ⃞  Is the rear painted to a high quality? (No visible missed spots or excess paint drips)  

⃞  ⃞  Performance only: Is the spoiler properly attached with no big gaps?  

⃞  ⃞  Does the electric boot (lift gate) work properly, open and close?  

⃞  ⃞  Is the boot lip / sill painted correctly? Any Damage?  

⃞  ⃞  Are there any scratches, scuffs or chips on the tail-lights?  

 

Right side checks: 

⃞  ⃞  Is the right side painted to a high quality? (No visible missed spots or excess paint drips)  

⃞  ⃞  Are there any scratches, scuffs or chips on any of the windows?  

⃞  ⃞  Are the door sills (open the doors) all painted correctly, any damage?  

⃞  ⃞  Is there any damage under the side skirts? (Where it has been moved off transporter ramps)  

⃞  ⃞  Are the wheels / alloys both in good condition?  

 

Interior checks: 

⃞  ⃞  Is the interior the correct colour? White / Black?  

⃞  ⃞  Is the drivers seat in good condition? (stitched correctly, no scratches, bulges or marks)  

⃞  ⃞  Is the passenger seat in good condition? (stitched correctly, no scratches, bulges or marks)  

⃞  ⃞  Are all of the rear seats in good condition? (stitched correctly, no scratches, bulges or marks)  

⃞  ⃞  Are the back sides of the driver and passenger seats in good condition?  

⃞  ⃞  Is the main screen in good condition? (no scratches, cracks etc.)  

⃞  ⃞  Is there any dirt / marks on the ceiling fabric or pillars?   

⃞  ⃞  Is there any damage to the dashboard?  

⃞  ⃞  Are the steering wheel and gear selection / indicator stalks in good condition?  

 

  



 
OTHER VEHICLE CHECKS - NOT REQUIRED WITHIN 100 MILES (WARRANTY) 

Please ask your local Tesla collection centre for confirmation of items covered under warranty. 

Front Exterior Checks: 

Good Issues Checks  Notes 

⃞  ⃞  Are there any panel gaps or inconsistencies with spacing around the frunk?  

⃞  ⃞  Are there any panel gaps around the headlights and are they flush with the body of the vehicle?  

⃞  ⃞  Do any of the front lights have any condensation? (check headlights and fog lights)  

⃞  ⃞  Is the front registration plate level and fixed onto the car properly? (if applicable)  

 

Left side checks: 

⃞  ⃞  Are the door handles flush with the body of the vehicle? A small intrusion is normal.  

⃞  ⃞  Do the door handles all work effectively?  

⃞  ⃞  Are there any panel gaps or inconsistencies with spacing around the front or rear doors?  

⃞  ⃞  Does the trim around the windows all align properly?  

 

Rear checks: 

⃞  ⃞  Are there any panel gaps or inconsistencies with spacing around the boot / trunk?  

⃞  ⃞  Is the Tesla logo (and any other badging) stuck on well, is it level?  

⃞  ⃞  Do any of the rear lights have condensation?  

⃞  ⃞  Are there any panel gaps around the lights and are they flush with the body of the vehicle?  

⃞  ⃞  Is there any dust or dirt inside the rear centre brake light?  

⃞  ⃞  Does the charge port open and close effectively?  

⃞  ⃞  Is the rear registration plate level and fixed onto the car properly?  

 

Right side checks: 

⃞  ⃞  Are the door handles flush with the body of the vehicle? A small intrusion is normal.  

⃞  ⃞  Do the door handles all work effectively?  

⃞  ⃞  Are there any panel gaps or inconsistencies with spacing around the front or rear doors?  

⃞  ⃞  Does the trim around the windows all align properly?  



 
 

Interior Checks: 

Good Issues Checks  Notes 

⃞  ⃞  Turn all of the exterior lights on, do they all work? – go on, back outside :) 
(Side lights, daytime running lights, fog lights, high beam, hazard lights (indicators), brake lights) 

 

⃞  ⃞  Do all of the interior lights work? (front footwells, all ceiling lights, puddle lights under doors, boot lights)  

⃞  ⃞  Do all of the cameras work? (press camera button to show rear and repeater cameras)  

⃞  ⃞  Does the front drivers electric seat adjustment work? (up, down, forward, backward, tilt, lumbar support)  

⃞  ⃞  Does the front passengers electric seat adjustment work? (up, down, forward, backward, tilt, lumbar 
support) 

 

⃞  ⃞  Do all of the heated seats work? (front with partial premium, all seats with premium interior)  

⃞  ⃞  Do both wing mirrors fold and unfold electrically?  

⃞  ⃞  Do both wing mirrors have full electric adjustment? (up, down, left, right)  

⃞  ⃞  Does the steering column adjust properly? (up, down, forward, backward)  

⃞  ⃞  Do the windscreen wipers work? Does the windscreen wash work?  

⃞  ⃞  Does the sound system work? Check all speakers, listen for major rattles.  

⃞  ⃞  Does the air conditioning work effectively? (Remember to check the rear vents too)  

⃞  ⃞  Does Bluetooth and WiFi work? (connect your phone and connect to a WiFi hotspot)  

⃞  ⃞  Are there any interior panel gaps? (check plastic door trim, dashboard and around seats)  

⃞  ⃞  Are all of the door seals attached properly? (check around each door)  

⃞  ⃞  Do all of the electric windows operate effectively (down and up, note: rear windows only go down ½ way)  

⃞  ⃞  Does the glovebox and other interior compartments open and close properly?  

⃞  ⃞  Is there a Tesla branded USB stick plugged into the glovebox for sentry mode / dashcam recordings?  

⃞  ⃞  Do the doors all lock properly? (lock the car, leave your phone away and try to open the doors outside)  

⃞  ⃞  Does sentry mode work? (enable it, lock the car and then hover close to the outside of the vehicle)  

⃞  ⃞  Do the wireless phone charging pads work?  

⃞  ⃞  Do the USB ports work?  

⃞  ⃞  Does the car charge properly?  

⃞  ⃞  Does the premium connectivity work? (try streaming What The Tesla on YouTube)  

⃞  ⃞  If you have the premium interior, it should have come with floor mats, have they been included?  

 


